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Former vice President Joe Biden’s tone is zealotry: pronouncements of religious adherence and his admiration for American-patriotism, the liberal demigod is forefront to run for the American presidential office of 2020-2024. Yet admired for his Freudian slips and his demeanor as an honest party democrat, the two party American political system remains in deadlock.

The current President Trump is poise to counter Biden with assertions of Barack Obama’s fraudulent presidency of cult-decision making. Even then the breakdown in American politics, of monumental racism and white nationalism in the South, is not enough to solidify Biden’s win. World-wide, neo-expansionary politics makes it even more a complicated matter as to whether Joe Biden can sustain party-unity and the genuineness of the democratic party. To the extent that he can preserve U.S. dominance of global politics and international markets.

Yet inherently a centrist liberal, Joe Biden remains trapped within the two-party psyche of American establishment politics. Devoid of any knowledge of the dystopic reality of contemporary social and economic culture. Willing to go along with the radical fringe of the party-democrats. Even capable of taking extreme executive action to realize ulterior ends for purposes of publicity.
An imperialist in his incapacity to even acknowledge the economic and military interest of other world leaders -- whom feel differently about the American corporate governance of the free-market and geo-politics. It seems nothing much has changed in Biden; besides careful-scrutiny of a dubious political campaign. A monumental initiative that will be undertaking by both the business and government sector: whether Biden will reward or punish private interest, even if it meant sacrificing the lower spectrum of American class-ridden consciousness.

It’s good riddance to Joe Biden.